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Abstract - Structured query language (SQL) is a language intended for managing data and basic SQL statements are a key basis when studying or learning practical database courses either in college or from any other educational institute. With the aim of making students learn SQL appropriately, the instructor spends a lot of time and effort to prepare SQL exercises for teaching SQL queries to them. However, with time limitation, the instructor had to reuse the old exercises having less diversity in SQL commands. Due to this, the students might not have sufficient questions to meet their needs. This paper discusses the reverse approach of creating SQL exercises by creating answers first instead of questions which not only saves the time of instructors but also generates variety of SQL questions, and also introduces the framework which is developed by using reverse approach. This paper also provides discussion on advantages and future scope of using reverse approach over traditional approach for generating SQL exercises.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the applications in Information Technology involves storing and retrieving information from databases. The process of data storage, manipulation and retrieval needs the knowledge of database languages like SQL. Structured query language (SQL) is language designed for managing data held in relational database management system (RDBMS) and also a fundamental knowledge to all of computer science students. It is a standard language for forming queries to access relational database systems, e.g. create table, read, update, and delete data from the database. Thus, it is commonly taught in computer science classes and most engineering colleges includes SQL in their course.

In order to teach and making the students to learn and practice SQL commands appropriately, the SQL instructor or teacher prepares the SQL exercises by creating the SQL questions and their corresponding SQL queries. There are mainly two methods to prepare SQL exercises for teaching SQL. The first method is to prepare the exercises by taking database schema and here the benefit is for instructors because they do not have to validate the answer which is returned. On the other hand, students have to imagine their results by themselves. The second method is to create exercises with reference to both schema and data set which makes students learn and try the query with real database which results in more effective learning. However this method creates problems for instructors since it consumes more time and effort where input is the database [14]. These exercises which are created from schema and dataset involves SQL question, SQL query and a answer validation for which instructor spends a lot of time and effort. But due to limitation of time, the instructor reuses the old exercises which might have lesser quantity of exercises having little varieties of questions. Also, in some systems queries are generated automatically [9]. Also validation of the queries might be a challenging task since it includes occupying a test database which may contain several tables and then examining the results of the query execution on the test database [10]. Fig. 1 represents the process of generating the SQL exercises manually by the instructor or teacher which consumes lot of time. Existing systems have also some restrictions on the amount of supported SQL statements [11].

![Fig-1: Generating SQL exercises manually](image)

This paper presents the framework which uses reverse approach of generating SQL exercises by creating SQL queries first and from that queries corresponding SQL questions are generated. It takes the database as input having reference to both database schema and data and then generates the SQL queries from metadata and SQL questions from the SQL queries and then executes the queries at runtime thereby displaying the output of the executed query. This framework can be used to solve the above mentioned problems of teachers and instructors in generating SQL exercises.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Automatic question generation

Developing Automatic Question Generation systems became one of the important research issues because it requires understandings from a range of disciplines, such as Artificial Intelligence, Natural Language Understanding, and Natural Language Generation. In order to develop an automatic question generator, a number of researchers have presented their effort and many algorithms or methods are proposed to develop the automatic question from specified or given text.

To automatically generate question by creating answer first is a better approach to lighten the instructor’s workload and enhance learning practices for students. By reviewing the reverse approach for question generation, basically four approaches are found to be used.

1. “questions by mutation” mutates the specified text and generates questions from it.

Lee et al. in “Generating Grammar Questions Using Corpus Data in L2 Learning” has used collection of errors which were found by analyzing existing corpora and then generated questions having common errors which the students have to identify [2] and explored automatic generation of English grammar questions based on statistical machine learning techniques.

In the same way, Funabaki et al. in “Toward Personalized Learning in JPLAS: Generating and Scoring Functions for Debugging Questions” has created debugging questions for programming courses [3], [4].

2. “questions by keyword” use keywords from the input and then creates a new question from that extracted keyword.

Liu et al. in “Using Wikipedia and conceptual graph structures to generate questions for academic writing support” presents an intelligent question generator tool that supports writing literature reviews. It helped students improve their literature reviews by parsing sentences from their reviews, extracting key phrases and finding appropriate sentences from Wikipedia pages, then forming questions about those sentences [5].

3. “questions from input”, generates the questions from the input such as images.

Jain et al. in “Creativity: Generating diverse questions using variational auto encoders” generated questions from the input image [6]. Their research algorithm can be applied in a number of fields, e.g. educational study, driving assistance, entertainment, etc.

4. “questions from metadata”, generates the questions from the metadata.

Abdul Khalek and Khurshid’s “Automated SQL query generation for systematic testing of database engines” generates new SQL queries from the database schema for testing database performance [7] which is capable of automatically generating syntactically and semantically appropriate SQL queries for testing, and input data to populate test databases, and also expected result of executing the given query on that generated data. However, it did not consider data in tables or generate a text explanation of the query which was to be used as an SQL question in exercises.

All of the above research papers fundamentally converts a source constituent into a new constituent i.e. question. This source constituent can be either the solution of the question, such as a grammatically correct sentence or bug free source code, or something more complex, such as an input image or literature review of a student. Some research papers use SQL queries as source constituent but without considering data or some may consider data but only with some selected SQL commands [13].

Reverse SQL Question Generation (RSQLG) Algorithm

Thanakrit Julavanich, Srinual Nalintippayawong and Kanokwan Atchariyachanich, in “RSQLG: The Reverse SQL Question Generation Algorithm” proposed an algorithm that uses the reverse method of generating SQL exercises by generating the SQL queries first instead of SQL questions [1]. RSQLG algorithm uses different method by starting with the answer, and then generating the question.

The RSQLG algorithm reverses the process by creating an SQL query first and then that query from first step is taken as input to generate SQL question and then it is validated simultaneously. The RSQLG algorithm supports only DML commands such as SELECT, UPDATE OR DELETE [12]. It does not support many unsupported commands like DDL commands and also needs some more work to be done on complex grammars and queries.

The Reverse SQL Question Generation (RSQLG) Algorithm requires some improvement in complex exercises, language support which has more complex grammar and more unsupported commands like Data Definition Language (DDL). Thus for increasing learning efficiency, the proposed framework introduced in this paper considers data in tables and provides SQL commands which are unsupported in existing systems.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

This section presents the proposed framework which reverses the traditional approach of manually writing the SQL questions and then creating its corresponding SQL queries. The proposed framework uses the reverse approach which starts creating the SQL query (answer) first and then create the SQL query explanation (question). The process of
generating SQL exercises using reverse approach is represented in Fig. 2. This proposed framework uses a database as input to generate the SQL query and then from the query it generates the text description as a question. It basically reverses the traditional process by creating an SQL query (answer) first. The generated query is an input to generate query explanation (question) and is validated simultaneously. Hence, the proposed work uses two approaches i.e. "questions from keywords" for SQL question generating process and "questions from metadata" for SQL answer generating process. [8]. Fig. 3 represents the block diagram of the proposed framework.

![Fig-2: Generating SQL exercises using Reverse approach](image)

The reverse approach used in proposed framework firstly performs database pre-processing which extracts structure of database needed for generating SQL questions. Then, other important step is query metadata generation which is necessary for SQL query generation. After generating queries, next important step is to convert the generated SQL query into SQL question.

**Database Preprocessing:** Database pre-processing extracts the data and metadata necessary for SQL query creation, e.g. database schema, table schema, attribute data type, etc. This reduces the time to generate queries.

**SQL Query generation:** After query metadata has been generated, the metadata extracted from the database will be processed to generate the SQL query. An example of query generated by using reverse approach in our proposed framework is shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig-4: Example of SQL query generation](image)

**SQL Question generation:** The SQL question generation expands the generated query with its corresponding text explanation which is a natural language description of the query by separating out each part of command and replacing it with natural language. Fig. 5 represents an example of generating SQL questions from the SQL queries.

![Fig-5: Example of SQL question generation](image)

**Query execution:** The proposed application works with data stored in the database and will generate the output of the SQL command when the query is executed.

4. RESULTS

We have used one database containing two tables in the proposed framework for generating questions by taking database as input and output is SQL questions and SQL answers. The number or quantity of questions generated depends upon the database schema, table schema and data in the tables. More the number of tables in the database and number of attributes and data in the table, more will be the questions generated. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 represents the example of output generated, example of DDL command and query execution output respectively by the proposed framework.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Creating variety of questions for teaching SQL appropriately to students or learners requires large amount of time and efforts which can increase the teachers or instructor’s workload. Using reverse approach for creating SQL exercises is a better approach than the traditional method. This reverse approach used in this paper can reverse the manual question creation process which starts creating query first instead of creating questions. The reverse approach has ability of generating bulk of SQL questions requiring less time and effort. The proposed framework provides query execution results since it works with both database schema and datasets. The teachers or instructors can set the language, format and question explanation by themselves.

The proposed framework can be combined with some other methods or can be modified so that it can be used in colleges to teach students or in computer institutes for practicing SQL or can be used in e-learning systems. It has several advantages such as it reduces time and effort of instructor in creating exercises, decreases workload of instructor of creating questions manually, which saves their time. Also students will get variety of questions for practicing that may improve SQL skills of students and learning results of students will be more efficient and so on.
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